
Gerard Beloin
Text Box
This HVAC unit base is in danger of falling over.  Also, if you zoom in on this HD photo, you will notice that the base of this unit is a 2"x6" pressure treated board screwed directly into the roof deck.  This WILL leak. It is just a matter of time. If the leak is minor and does not show up inside the building, the wood deck will rot and the problems will be magnified. A new base needs to be installed identical to the one installed when this flat roof was originally installed.
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Text Box
The same problem with this unit.
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Text Box
If you zoom into this and the following two HD photos you will see how the base of a unit needs to be installed. 
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Text Box
This sheet of Bluestone Synflex membrane was installed by me when we did the roof in the late 1980s. I believe that the original workmanship consisted of a solid sheet of copper, molded to fit the wall and roof valley up 4 or 5 ft. and soldered to make it one solid piece. I duplicated that workmanship with sheets of Bluestone Synflex membrane underneath the shingles and copper prior to re-roofing. The SynFlex membrane is self healing. It behaves like Ice and water shield by sealing the nail but is 10 times  thicker and can be welded.  If my memory serves me right, the SynFlex membrane extended way into the roof under the shingles and copper valley flashing. I drew a red line to show where. A sheet of ice and water shield was also applied as insurance. That is why it did not leak for 30 years. 
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Text Box
This photo shows the new line of lead flashing. Ice and watershield was applied as high as possible but it was not enough.  This decorative granite stone wall creates a dam that exacerbates the normal ice dams that form on normal roofs. The original design took that into consideration. I don't understand why the masons redesigned it. I considered redesigning this area according to the original specs but it would have uglified this section of the building. In hindsight, it was a mistake. 




